We first define the concept of equivalent solutions. Suppose x* -otk, ya=ßij is an integral solution of the system (1) fi ( where /,• and gi are homogeneous polynomials with integral coefficients, /,• being of degree n and gi being of degree m. If there are no integers s>l, ak , ß'i} such that ak = sxak , ßij = s"ßij, where X, p, are positive integers such that \n=um, then xk=ak, yu=ßu is defined to be a primitive solution of (1). If xk=ak, yu=ßij is a primitive solution of (1), then xk=txak, yi} = fßa (derived from the primitive solution), where tr¿0 is an integer, X, p are any positive integers such that \n=pm, is also a solution. Two solutions are said to be equivalent if they may be derived from the same primitive solution.
Our first theorem concerns the solution of the system1
where/,(y.) =/,(y,i, • • • , y¿") are homogeneous polynomials of degree m, with integral coefficients, and m and n are relatively prime. We make the following preliminary definitions, ffyt are integers, X, ¡x are positive integers such that n\ = mp+l. p^ are integers such that 2Zl-iankPÏh) = 0 (A = l, ■ • • ,n-l;j = l, ■ ■ ■ ,n-l;i = l, ■ ■ ■ , n), Ai = Ai(a)=l¡]:¡ Et-l OO* «*-/>«=ELl ainkp(t\ Pin = Pin(a) = 2ZLiainkdk,A=A(a)= JlUAi, A^A/Ai, P = P(a) = \pa\ isa determinant of order n, Pa is the cofactor of pa in P, the a's and /3's being arbitrary integers. Theorem 1. Every integral solution xk, y,> of (2) for which P(x)j¿0 and A(x) ^0 is equivalent to a solution given by where
Proof. If we let xk have the values given by (3), the left-hand member of (2) becomes +^ « r Ç* (n) x-i , xi j, r ä w x-i , x"i 11 2-i aW< 2-, Pk sl>t + Otkt 2-1 a^nk 2-, Pk Sht + OLkt 
This system is identically satisfied in the a's and ß's if s" and / are
given by (4).
Suppose now that xk=pk, y^ -Vir is any solution of (2). Then
License or copyright restrictions may apply to redistribution; see https://www.ams.org/journal-terms-of-use from which it follows that s» = 0(A = l, ■•-,» -1). Also n t = Pn-1Am~12Z ApinPin = PmAm.
t=l Hence (3) becomes xt=p*PmMmX, yir=PirPm"+1An"'+l from which the theorem follows. In the particular example ( 25x-5y-10z+ 5w)(29x+2y-Sz+I0w)(x+ y+ z+ w)=p2, ( 19x+17y+10z+15w)( 4x+7y+ 5z+ 5w)(x+2y+2z+2w) = q2, (-29x-2y+ 5z-10w)(32x-9y-15z+ 5w)(x+3y-2z+2a>) = r2, the integers p^ are (1, -2, 3, -1) and (1, 3, -1, -4) and will make the first two factors of each equation on the left vanish. The next system consists of two equations.
be homogeneous polynomials of degree « with integral coefficients. Suppose that integers x< = a,-exist such that all the partial derivatives of /i, as well as those of f2, of all orders less than » -1 vanish for x<=a. the a's, ß's, and 7's being arbitrary integers.
Proof. By Taylor's formula, if we let Xi = aiStK~1+aitk, f2(
Hence if x,-, u¡, v¡ have the values given by (7), (5) One function which satisfies the conditions placed upon /1 and f2 is the determinant of order n, D(x) = \aijXij\ where the a's are integers and not all the a's in any row or column are zero. If there is one element xpq which occurs only once in D(x), we may make the choice xPJ=l, x,7 = 0 otherwise, and then all the partial derivatives of all orders less than n -1 vanish. It is not necessary, in some cases, that there be a unique element xpq. If Oy = l, for example, D(x) may be the circulant. In this case the choice Xj3 = l is made.
Another function which satisfies the conditions imposed upon /1 and f2 is the function P(x) = H?_i E"-i a^Xj, where all the a's are integral and the determinant |a,y| does not vanish. For this function we may choose Xj so that n -1 of the linear factors vanish and for this choice all the partial derivatives of P(x) of all orders less than n -1 vanish.
As an example consider the equations x3 -x2z -xy2 + y2z = u2, x3 -x2y -xz2 + yz2 = v2.
The partial derivatives of the first order of the functions on the left vanish for x=y = 2 = l. We get, then, as solution x = s+at, y = s+ßt, z = s+yt, u = DKt, v = Dßt, where
If we choose a = 3, (8 = 2, 7 = 1, X=-1, ß = 2, we get as solution x=-32, y = 64, 2 = 160, m=-768, » = 1536. It will be noted that x, y, 2 have the factor 42 while u and v have the factor 43. Hence this solution is equivalent to the primitive solution x=-2, y = 4, 2=10, m=-12, D = 24.
The third theorem treats a system for which there is no typical problem. The method will be illustrated by a particular system. Theorem 3. Every solution of the system /i(*i. yu zi) = gi(xit yit zi), fi(xi, yu zi) = g2(xu y¿, zi), for which the members do not vanish, where fi, f2, gi, g2 are homogeneous polynomials in each of the sets of variables, /i, f2, gi, g2 being of degrees (4, 6, 2); (2, 2, 3); (7, 1, 1); (1, 4, 2) respectively in the variables xi> y>, Zi, is equivalent (in a sense to be defined) to a solution given by Proof. If we let xit y,-, zt have the values given by (10), then (9) becomes^6 6^120^144^ = w66j,122TO146g1( U2SVi3W63f2 = W2V4W6Sg2, and this system is satisfied identically in the a's, ß's, and 7's if u, v, w are given by (11).
We now extend the concept of equivalent solutions. If x, = a,-, y,=(3;, 2,=7» is any solution of the system (9) and there are no integers a/, p7, 7/ and no positive integers 5, a, b, and c such 4a + 66 + 2c = 7a + b + c, (12) 2a + 2b + 3c = a + Ab + 2c, then Xi = cti, y,=j3,-, z<=7; is defined to be a primitive solution of (9). If Xi=ct¡, yi=ßi, z<=7< is a primitive solution of (9), then xi = aii°, yi=ßitb, Zi=ydc (derived from the primitive solution) where / is a nonzero integer and a, b, c are positive integers which satisfy (12), is also a solution. Two solutions are said to be equivalent if they may be derived from the same primitive solution. Suppose now that x<=X¿, y,=jUi, Zi = Vi is any solution of (9). If we choose a< =X,-, ßi = pu yt = Vi we have that x¡ =\i(fif2)^, yi=Pi(fif2)Z2, zi = "i(fy-fi)i< which is equivalent to the given solution.
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